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Web interface 

Search functions 
New search pages have been built for orders and trades. This allows the user to create better 

searches by using more filtering options and allows the user to export the results directly to Excel 

without using the report page. 

The table showing the search results is also new to make it easier for sorting and moving the 

columns in the order each user wants it in. There is also an option to pin selected columns on the 

left- or right-hand side. More details about the search functionality can be seen in the new help 

text page available under each search page (on top of the page). 

Links from the triggered alert list are now pointing to the new search pages instead of the report 

page. 

Help text functionality 
New functionality added to display help text within the application. Currently only available on the 

new search pages and the new triggers. 

Monitor and replay 
At the bottom of the monitor and replay page there is a new function to hide/show the bottom 

toolbar. 

Dashboard 
New drop-down functionality (curtain) on top of the menu bar to display and select available 

widgets. 

Triggers  

Insider trading pattern 
A new trigger that analyzes instrument movements and client activities after news has been 

published. This looks at changes taking place before and after the publication of news and at 

different timespans to identify suspicious trading activities. Several parameters such as price 

change, volume change, profit and trading in the right direction are weighed together to a final 

score. 

We recommend a manual back run of this trigger to identify any potential insider activities that 

might have been missed when doing this work manually. 

Market moving news 
New trigger that only analyzes instrument movements when news has been published. This can 

give information about any suspicious activities that might not have been identified by the other 

new trigger, insider trading pattern since it also analyzes client activities. 

Instrument activity 
New trigger that identifies instruments that have triggered several alerts historically. The number 

of alerts triggered and how far back in time it should look for alerts are configurable parameters. 
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Wash trade 
Added support to monitor trades on member level. 

Circular movement 
Added support for monitoring trades with different tradeid. This will look at time (within the same 

second), instrument, market and traded volume to identify matching trades. 

Other updates 
Improvements made to how our system acts when the user session has timed out. The last 

viewed page is the target page after login on again. 

Multifactor authentication support has been added to the system. Currently it supports Google 

and Microsoft authenticator apps. Contact Trapets to get more information. 

Support for LEI-CDF 3.1 was added. 

New documentation site available for our XML import specification: 

https://devportal.instantwatch.net/. Contact Trapets to get the login credentials. 

Generating instrument groups is part of a standard procedure and can be added to the system if 

there is a need to use them. Contact Trapets if any of them should be included. The table below 

shows the different groups available: 

• CFI code based (CFI is an ISO standard to classify financial instruments) 

• Volatility based on closing prices 

• Volatility based on trades 

• Groups based on currency 

Various activities have taken place to improve the performance of InstantWatch Market in 

general as well as our hosting platform. 
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